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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper studies a linear partial Volterra integrodifferential equation of 
the following type: 
%(C xl = 46 4 D) u(t, x) + j’ B(t, s, x, 0) u(s, x) ds +f(t, x); 
0 
(t, X)E [O, T] xi=2 (1.1) 
supplemented with an initial condition ~(0, x) = uo(x) and homogeneous 
boundary condition of Dirichlet type. 
Here 52 is a bounded open subset of KY with regular boundary 2X2; 
A(t, x, D) is a linear elliptic partial differential operator with coefficients 
depending on t E [0, T] and x E fi and B( t, s, X, D) is a linear partial dif- 
ferential operator of the same order of A, and its coefficients depend on 
(t, S, x) with 0 < s < t 6 T and x E fi (D denotes differentiation with respect 
to spatial variables). Finally f and u. are given functions. Our purpose is to 
find a space of regular functions such that in this space problem ( 1.1) is 
well posed in the sense that for its solution one can prove existence, uni- 
queness, and continuous dependence on the data f and uo. We will see that 
* Work done as members of G.N.A.F.A. of C.N.R. 
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this space is, roughly speaking, the space of Holder continuous functions 
and that the solution that we find verifies Eq. (1.1) in the strict sense, i.e., 
for each (t, x) E [0, T] x 0 (and not only a.e.). These results will be 
obained by using recent works of the authors about the Holder regularity 
of the solutions of parabolic evolution equations Cl43 and the charac- 
terization of some interpolation spaces of continuous functions [9]. More 
precisely we transform (1.1) into an integrodifferential equation 
u’(t)=A(t)u(t)+iiB(t,9)U(S)ds+f(f) 
0 
(1.2) 
u(0) = 240 
in a Banach space E. This equation will be studied under the assumption 
that the operators A(t): Da(,)c E + E are generators of analytic 
semigroups and have domain DA(!) = F (Vto [0, T]), where F is a Banach 
space continuously embedded in E. In this case problem (1.2) can be 
studied supposing A, B, and f regular with respect o space (this was done 
in [ll, 12, 131, also in the nonlinear case) or with respect to time as it is 
done in this paper, generalizing the classical conditions of Sobolevskii and 
Tanabe for the nonintegral case (i.e., when B(t, s) = 0). More precisely we 
suppose that f and A(. ) are Holder continuous and B satisfies some 
hypotheses which in the convolution case, i.e., when B(t, s) =k(t-s), 
reduce to k( . ) E Lp with p dependent on the Holder exponent off and A (. ). 
The investigation on integrodifferential equations in a general Banach 
space began with [8] and since then it has been the object of several 
papers: we will limit ourselves to mention those works which consider 
problem (1.2) in the non-autonomous case and when A(t), t E [0, T], 
generate analytic semigroups with constant domains in a general Banach 
space. 
In [6, 7, S] an integral equation is studied: 
*(I)=idh(I-S)A(s)U(S)ds+g(f) (1.3) 
and its differentiated version 
U’(t)=h(O)A(f)u(r)+J~h’(r-s)A(s)u(s)ds+g’(t), (1.4) 
where A(. ) and g’ satisfy the same condition as ours and h is a scalar 
valued C’ function such that h’ E WISP (p > 1) and h(0) > 0. Therefore, these 
authors study a particular case of (1.2) under more restrictive condition on 
the integral term. 
Recently in [lo] (among others) problem (1.2) is considered also with 
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the conditions on A(. ) and f as above, but s(t, s) must be Holder con- 
tinuous with respect o both variables. 
It must be said that the results of [8, lo] are based on the construction 
and the properties of the fundamental solution for the non-autonomous 
parabolic evolution equations developed by Sobolevskii and Tanabe, and 
this fact let them treat also the case in which u0 belongs to some inter- 
mediate space between F and E and even only to E (see [lo] ). 
The case of nonconstant DA,r, (which requires different assumptions on 
the resolvent (A - A(t)) ~ ’ ) is studied in [lo] and recently also in [ 11. In 
this last paper, instead of the fundamental solution, a representation for- 
mula for the solution of (1.2) in the non-integral case is used, and it is 
assumed that the kernel is Holder continuous with respect o time. 
Here we only use some sharp regularity results for the evolution 
equation obtained by taking A(t) = A and B(t, s) = 0 (see [ 141): this lets us 
treat only the case in which u0 E F, but in this case we obtain new maximal 
regularity results. In addition, we want to find solutions of (1.1) in the 
classical sense: for this reason instead of choosing E = Lp(Q) we will take 
E= C(0). This forces us to consider the operators A(t) as generators of 
analytic semigroups not continuous at the origin because DA(() is not dense 
(this is caused by the homogeneous boundary Dirichlet condition and the 
sup-norm): the study of such semigroups was made in [14], whose main 
results are recalled in Section 3 together with the above mentioned sharp 
regularity results for the autonomous and non-integral case. In Section 4 
we give our basic well-posedness result for the abstract equation (1.2). 
Finally Section5 is devoted to the applications to the partial integrodif- 
ferential equation ( 1.1). 
In a next paper we investigate the nonlinear version of (1.2) and the 
asymptotic behavior of the solutions: some results in this direction have 
been announced in [4]. 
The second author wishes to thank the Scuola Normale Superiore for 
the kind hospitality during the preparation of this paper. 
2. NOTATIONS 
Let X be a Banach space with norm 11. /( and let a, b, CI be real numbers 
such that a < b and LX E 10, l[. We will make use of the following Banach 
spaces of functions: 
B(a, b; X) = {u: [a, b] -+ X; sup Ilu(t < Co 1 
o<rSh 
with norm 
Ilull B(u,h;X) = sup IMt)ll 
u<rGh 
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C(u, b; X) = {u: [a, b] + X; u continuous} with the previous norm; 
C’(u, b; X) = {u: [a, 61 +X C&ya,tx~~ = su~,<r<s<b (/u(t) - u(s)ll/ 
(t-.s[“)< co} with norm 
Ilull C(a,h;X) = II4 C(o.hX) + C~ICy,m) 
with the previous norm; 
C’+“(u, b;X)= (u~C(a,b;X);u’~C~(a, b;X)) 
with norm 
Ilull C’+T(u, b; X) = ll”tl C(rr.h;X) + II”‘iI C”(o,h:X) 
h’ +“(a, b; X) = (U E C(u, b; X); U’ E P(u, b; X)} with the previous norm; 
ha(u, b; X) is the space of Little-Holder continuous functions of exponent a 
(i.e. the class 1, according to Zygmund [ 16, p. 431) and it is the closure of 
the set of all continuously differentiable functions from [a, b] to X in the 
space C’(u, b; X) of Holder continuous functions of exponent tl (see [ 14, 
Theorem 5.31). If Y is any of the symbols B, C’, c” A*, Cl+‘, h’ +Or then 
Y(a, b) denotes Y(a, b; @). 
If E, and E2 are two Banach spaces, E, 4 E, means that E, is con- 
tinuously embedded in EZ, while E, N E2 is equivalent to El 4 E, and 
E, 4 E, . Y(E,, E2) denotes the Banach space of all linear operators from 
E, to E, with the uniform norm. We set .SY(E,, E,) = Z(E,). 
3. ANALYTIC SEMIGROUPS, INTERMEDIATE SPACES, 
AND REGULARITY THEOREMS 
Let E be a Banach space with norm 11. II and let A: DA c E + E be a 
linear operator which verifies the following property: 
there exists M>O and 0~ ]7r/2, rr[ such that if ZE @ and 
larg zJ < 8 then there exists (z-A)-’ E P’(E) and (3.1) 
Il~~-~~-‘ll,,,,~~/l~l. 
It is well known that if we have also z = E, (3.1) ensures that A is the 
infinitesimal generator of a bounded analytic semigroup. But, in the 
applications to the study of elliptic partial differential operators in spaces of 
continuous functions, it is useful to avoid the requirement hat D, is dense 
in E. In fact it can be proved (see [ 14, Sect. 1.21) that by using only (3.1), 
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it is possible to define, by means of the usual Dunford integral, a function 
t +eAr from [O, + co[ to P’(E) which has the properties of the analytic 
semigroups with the exception of the strong continuity at the origin. In 
particular, there exist M, > 0 (k = 0, 1,2), depending on M and 8, such 
that 
11 tkAkeA’(I L?‘(E) 6 Mk, vt>o. (3.2) 
Also when z # E we say that A generates the bounded analytic 
semigroup s --f eAs in E. 
Before writing our regularity results we need to introduce two families of 
intermediate spaces between DA and E. For each a E 10, l[, consider the 
Banach spaces 
with norm 
D,(a, co) = (xe E; sup lItl-orAeAt~jJ < m} 
I>0 
(3.3) 
and 
IIXII DA(a,oo) = II4 + sup llt’-lAeAW (3.4) 
r>o 
DA(a)= {x~E, lim t’-‘AeA’x=O} 
1-O 
(3.5) 
with the norm of (3.4). If DA is endowed with the graph-norm 
llxll DA = IbIt + Il4l 
it can be proved that for 0 < CI, < a2 -=z 1 we have 
(3.6) 
where z is given the norm of E. The definitions (3.3) and (3.5) were given 
in [3]: for a proof of the preceding assertions and more properties of these 
spaces see Section 1.3 of [14]. 
We are now able to state a maximal regularity result for linear 
autonomous evolution equations of parabolic type: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A uerzyy (3.1) and 0~ to< to+ 6, aE 10, l[. Given 
f:[to,to+~]~Eandu,suchthat 
fG cy to, to + 6; E) 
~oEDA (3.8) 
Au0 +f(fo) f D, 
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then the function 
I 
I 
u(t) = eA(r-%40 + eA(‘-SLf(~) ds 
to 
is the unique solution of 
u’(t)=Au(t)+f(t) t,dtQto+d 
dto) = uo 
93 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
and it belongs to C’ +a(to + E, to + 6; E) n Ca( to + E, to + 6; DA) for each 
E E IO,6 [. Zf (3.8) holds and moreover 
Auo +f (to) E D,(a, cc) (3.11) 
then 
u~C’+“(t,,t,+&E)nC”(t~,t~+6;D,) 
U’E9?(fo, to +6; D,(a, co)). 
(3.12) 
Zf in addition, 
f E h”(to, to + 6; E) 
UOEDA 
Au0 +f(to) E D,(a) 
(3.13) 
then we have also 
uEhl+iX(tO, to+& E)nh”(t,, t,+6; DA) 
U’E C(t,, to + 6; DA(a)). 
Finally the following estimates hold for the solution of (3.10): 
(3.14) 
Il~llc’+~cto,ro+a;E,~ Cl(4 
x {Cfl P(to,lo+&E)+ II~OII + Il~~o+f~~o~lIDA(~,OCI)~ (3.15) 
lb4 cyro,to+6;0~4) G Cd@ 
x K&(ro,to+6;E) + Ilf(to)ll + lluoll + lI~~o+f~~o~lID”(a,co)) (3.16) 
llu’ll lq@.to+ 6;D”(a,cu)) G C,(6) 
afl Cb(ro,to+S;E) + Mu0 +f (tO)llDA(~,m~I~ (3.17) 
where C1 ( * ), C,( * ), C,( . ) are continuous and increasing functions from R + 
into R, (and depend also on a, MO, MI, and Mz; see (3.21), (3.22), and 
(3.23) below). 
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Proof By translation arguments it will be sufficient to take to = 0: in 
this case the theorem is a consequence of Theorem 4.5 of [ 143 with the 
exception of the extimates (3.15)-(3.17). To prove them let us suppose that 
(3.8) and (3.11) hold. Writing the solution as 
u(t)=u()+ ji eA”[Auo +f(O)] ds + j: eA”[f(t -s) -f(O)1 ds, 
and setting 
O<t<h (3.18) 
Cf 1 OL =l-I-1 cY0.6;E) 
2 = Au, +f(O) 
we deduce for each t E [0, S] 
Ilu(t G Iluoll + 6Mo MI + M&f-I, j; (t-s)” ds 
and hence 
HUII C(O.&E) G ll~oll + 6Mo lIzI + (Mob”+ ‘ifa + 1)n-lc7~ 
On the other hand when 06 t’d t” 66 from (3.18) 
Ilu(f’) - u(t’)ll 
(3.19) 
= eArz ds + 
s 
;‘e”[j-(f’-s)-f(h)] ds 
I” 
+ I e”[f(t” -s) -f(O)] ds f, Ii 
< It” - t’l MO lIzI\ + 6M,[f], 11” - t’(= + M&-l, s,;” (t” -es)’ ds 
<It”-l’(acPvfo lIzI\ 
+ bM,[f], It”- t’l”+6M,([f],/(a+ 1)) (t”--‘lU 
and so 
GUI c=(O,&E) G a1 -aMo Ml + 6% cr+l a+2 u-1,. (3.20) 
Now from (3.19) and (4.59) of [14] we have 
Il4lC’+“(0,6;E)= llullC(O.a;E)+ Il~‘IIc?(o,a;E)~ Iluoll +dMo Ibll 
+ W06*+‘la+ 1)Cfl,+4(WYl,+ WO+~-‘) II~ID~(~.~)~ 
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where 
d(a)=M,(3+6’)+M,(2+Sa/a)+M,~~+~ (s+l)-‘s”-‘ds. 
Setting 
C,(6) = sup{ (MOP+ ‘/a + 1) + f$(6), (6+ l)Mo+a-‘} (3.21) 
we obtain (3.15) with t,=O. By using (3.19), (3.20), and (4.61) of [14] we 
have 
lb4 c(o.d;DA) G II4 C(0,6:E) + IIJNI C(O.&E) = II4 C(O,&E) 
+ Ch?~O,S;E) + Wll cYO,b;EI 
6(1 +6a+M,(a+2/cr+ 1)6+(M$a+ l).s’+E+d(s))[fl, 
+ Ilfw)ll + ll~oll + (a-‘+ MO+ MO dIpa +Mo4 l141DA,b.00~ 
and so (3.16) with to = 0 is proved if we define 
cr-‘+M,(1+6’+“+6) . 
I 
(3.22) 
Finally to get (3.17) with to=0 we can use (4.60) of [14] and obtain 
II4I E(O.&D~(or,co)) d MO6 + M, 1 +; + M, [ a ( “3 j;m (l+s)-‘s”ds] [f], 
+ MO IIZIID,,*,m) 
which proves our conclusion if we set 
(3.23) 
4. ABSTRACT NON-AUTONOMOUS INTEGRODIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section we will study problem (1.2) under the assumptions of Sec- 
tion 1. They will be precisely stated in the sequel. Let E and F be two 
Banach spaces with norms lI.Il and 11. lIF respectively, FG E. We assume 
that A(t) satisfy the following assumptions: 
for each I E [0, T], the operator A(t): DACtJ t E + E (4.1) 
505/63/l-7 
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verifies (3.1) with A4 and 0 independent on t. Hence, we can define a 
bounded analytic semigroup s -+ eA(‘)’ in E; 
for each t E [0, T], DActj E F; (4.2) 
there exists C > 0 such that 
c-l ILllFd llxll + M(t) XII G c IIXIIF for each t E [0, T] and x E F, 
(4.3) 
there exist CIE IO, l[ and [A], >O such that 
IINt)x-4s)xll < [Al, It--la llxll/T for t, SE [0, T] and SE F. 
(4.4) 
In other words A E Ca(0, T; Z(F, E)). We also suppose that B(t, S) verifies 
these properties (see Remarks 4.4 and 4.5 below): B(t, S) E Y(F, E) for 
O<s<t<Tand 
for each t E [0, T] and x E F, s -+ B(t, s) x is Bochner 
measurable from [0, t] to E and llB(t, .)l19,F.Ej belongs to 
L”(’ - qo, t); (4.5) 
l--a 
Ile(t, 4llg$y;)ds < +a; (4.6) 
there exists [B], > 0 such that for 0 < s < t’ < t” < T we have 
(IB(t”, t”-s)-B(t’, t’--s)ll,(,,,)6 [II], lt”-t’ll. (4.7) 
In the sequel we will also replace (4.4) by 
A E h”(0, T; cY(F, E)) (4.8) 
and (4.6)-(4.7) will be substitued by the (more restrictive) property: Given 
E > 0 there exists 6, > 0 such that if 0 < t’ B t” < T and t” - t’ < 6,, then 
1-a 
IIW4 4lL(F,E) Ml -01) & <& for each t E [t”, T] (4.9) 
and 
pqt”, 2” -s) - lqt’, t’ - S)I(cJ(F,E) <& 1 t” - ?‘I2 for each s E [0, t’]. 
(4.10) 
Let us give some remark about the preceding assumptions on A(t). 
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Remark 4.1. A(.) verifies (4.1) and (4.3) if (4.2) and (4.4) hold together 
with the following property: given t E [0, T] there exist M, > 0, 
0,~ ]7r/2, n[, and o,<O such that if ZEC and larg(z--w,)l ~8~ then 
II(z-~,)(z--A(t))-‘I1 .LpCEj < M,. This result is proved in the Appendix 
of [S]. 
Remark 4.2. There exist Mk > 0 (k =O, 1,2) depending on M and 8 
such that for each s 3 0 and t E [0, T] we have 
lIskAk(t) eA(f)Sllyp(E) < Mk (k = 0, 1, 2). (4.11) 
This is a consequence of (4.1) and (3.2). 
The following proposition is proved in the Appendix: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let A uerifv (4.1)-(4.4). Then for t, z E [0, T] we have 
Dada, 03 1 = DAda, a), b,,(a) = D,,,)(a). (4.12) 
Moreover there exists d (depending on M, 8, a, T, [A], and C; see (6.17) in 
the Appendix) such that for t E [0, T] and xeDAtO)(a, 00) we have 
d-’ Ibll DA,O,(U,Sc) G llxll D,4(,)(L%rn 16 d llxll DA(o)(Km )’ (4.13) 
About the conditions (4.5~(4.7) we can observe that in two situations they 
are easily verified, as the following remarks show. 
Remark 4.4. If B continuous from d T= ((t, s) E R2, 0 < s < t < T) to 
LY(F, E) then (4.5~(4.6) are satisfied. If B is continuously differentiable 
from A, to Y(F, E) then (4.7), (4.9) and (4.10) are also true. 
Remark 4.5. In the convolution case, i.e., when there exists 
k: [0, T] + Y(F, E) such that 
B( t, s) = k( t - s), O<s<t,<T (4.14) 
then the conditions that for each x E F, t + k(t) x is Bochner-measurable 
from [0, T] to E and 
IIWII,,,,, EL”(’ -‘)(O, T) (4.15) 
are equivalent to (4.5) and imply also (4.6), (4.7), (4.9), and (4.10). 
We shall prove now a proposition which will be useful for our main 
theorem. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let A and B verifv (4.1~(4.7). Let 0 < to < t, 6 T. For 
u: [to, t,] -+ F let us define S(u): [to, tl] + E asfollows: 
S(u)(t) = CA(t) - 4fdl u(t) + Jr B(t, s)&) & t,<t<tt,. (4.16) 
10 
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Then 
u E cyto, t, ; F) =P- S(u) E cY(fo, t* ; E) (4.17) 
and 
IlS(u)ll cyt0,f,;E) G C‘dfl - to) l14Cyto,r,;F). (4.18) 
Here C,( . ) is a contiuous and increasing function from R + to [w + (depending 
also on [A],, [It],, and [BIT; see (4.29) below). Zf UE Ca(tO, 1,; F) and 
u( to) = 0 then we have 
cSul cyro,tl;E) Q Cs(t1 - ~Ox~lP~ro,r,;F) (4.19) 
where C,( * ) is a continuous and increasing function from R + to If8 + 
(depending also on [A],, [B],, and [BIT; see (4.34) later) and such that 
C,(O) =O. Finally when A and B uerifv (4.1)-(4.3), (4.5), (4.8~(4.10) then 
we have also 
SEg(h”(to, 11;~), mto, t,; a). (4.20) 
Proof: Let u E Ca( to, t, ; F). As 
we have for to < t’ < t” < t, 
IlS(u)(t”) - s(u)(t’)ll 6 II Cat”) - Nfo)lC4f) - 4t’)lll 
+ II [A(f) - A(f)1 4w 
+ Jr II 
f B( I”, t” - s) - B( t’, t’ - s)] u( t” - s) ds 
II 
+ j; -lo 
II ’ 
B(t’, t’-s)[u(t”-S) - u(t’-s)] ds 
II 
I:‘~~~B(r”.i”-s)u(r”-s)dsj(=~~~(, (4.21) 
and, by using HGlder inequality, 
I* G CAl,C~l c?(tO,l,;F)(~* - toI* If’ - f’lrn (4.22) 
12 G CAla l/41cQ~*o,t,;F~ If” - f’l” (4.23) 
13 < (ll - to)Cn? Ibll cylo.,,;F, II” - t’lE (4.24) 
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Now it is easy to deduce that S(U) E Ca(fO, ti ; E), i.e. (4.17). In a similar 
way we can prove the last assertion of our theorem, i.e. (4.20). It remains to 
prove estimates (4.18) and (4.19). To this end let us first take 
UE CCL(tO, r, I;); for t E [to, ti] we have 
IIS(u)(f)ll G [Al,(t, - kJ” ll4lccr,.l,:F, + s:, IIB(t, 411&>‘+)1-a 
( 
X (J ’ IIu(s)II”~ ds ) a G CAl,(fl - to)” lbll C(l&r,:F) f0 
+ CWr(f - w lbll C(ro,r,;F) 
and so 
IIS(u)ll c(tht,;ig 6 { CA1 At, - kJ” + CBI AtI - &iY> I141c~ro,r,;~~. (4.27) 
By using (4.21)-(4.26) we get also 
[S(u)1 cyro,t,:E)~ {(La,+ CNT)(l +(~I-kJ”) 
+ Cmz(tl - hd> l141cYto,r,;F). (4.28) 
From (4.27) and (4.28) we obtain estimate (4.18) by defining for each 
620, 
Finally let us suppose that u E C’(f,,, t , ; F) but also u(&) = 0: in this case 
estimates (4.23), (4.24), and (4.26) can be replaced by 
12 6 CAL It”- t’laC~l~(to,r,;F)(t’- kd” 
J 
f’ - ro 
13 G ca, It” - ~‘laC~lcQ(to,t,;F) o (t”-~-f~)~ds 
< [I?], It” - t’l*[u] c?(ro,rl;fd(~l - w+ ‘la + 1). 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
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(i 
1” ~ 10 
X Ilu(t”--s)--u(to)lll’ild~ OL t,--10 
) 
6 CBI TCUI c?yro,rl:F)( I t” - t’ I *v~) (4.32) 
and so from (4.21), (4.22), (4.26), (4.30)-(4.32) we have in this case 
CW)l c=(to,r,;E) G {m41, + (I+ 2-a)CNr)(tI - kJ* 
+ C~ld(trtoY+%+ W~lcYto,t,;F). (4.33) 
This proves (4.19) if we set, for each 6 > 0, 
C,(d) = (2[A], + (2 + 2-“)[B]7-) 6” + [A], 6 + [B]*(P+ ‘/a + l).I 
(4.34) 
Now we are able to prove a well-posedness result for problem (1.2) in 
the spaces C”(0, T; F) and h”(0, T, F): in other words we will prove an 
existence and uniqueness theorem in these spaces. In addition we will show 
that the solution depends continuously on the data. This result will 
generalize Theorem 4.2 of [S]. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let A and B verify (4.1 b(4.7) with a suitable CI E 10, l[. 
Let us take t,E [0, T[ and 
fe catto, T; E) 
U,EF 
(4.35) 
such that 
4to) uo +f(to) E D,4(0,(6 a )* (4.36) 
Then there exists a unique function u: [to, T] + F such that 
u~C’+~(t~, T;E)nC”(t,, T;F) 
u’ 6 B(to, T; DA(o,(~, 0~) 1) 
and verifies for t E [to, T] 
u’(t)=A(t)u(t)+J’B(t,s)u(s)ds+f(t) 
10 
u(t,) = 240. 
(4.37) 
(4.38) 
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Moreover the following estimates hold 
II4 CytO,T;F)G G{IlfIIcYtO,T;E)+ II~OIIF 
+ IM(to) uo +f (to)ll DA(0)(a,co)~ (4.39) 
II~IIC’+y@.T:E)~ GilIf IIc%,T;E)+ IMIF 
+ IIA(to) uo +f (tO)llDA,o,(a,cm)) (4.40) 
WI B(to.T;D”(~)(cx,m)) G C8{ Ilf II cyr,,T;;E) + IbOIlF 
+ IM(to) uo +f (to)lI DA,o)(c,m) 17 (4.41) 
where C6, C7, and Cs are independent on f and uo. 
In addition, if A and B verifv (4.1 t(4.3), (4.5), (4.8)-(4.10) and we have 
f E hatto, t; El 
u. E F (4.42) 
No) uo+f(tok~A~o,W 
then the solution of (4.38) verifies the additional properties 
u~h’+‘(t~, T; E)nh”(t,, T; F) 
U’E C(to, 7’; DA(o)(a)). 
(4.43) 
ProoJ Let us define Cl, Cz, and C3 as in (3.21)-(3.23) with MO, M,, 
and M, given by (4.11) and a given by (4.4). Let C, and C5 be given by 
(4.18) and (4.19) and let 6>0 be such that 
C,(6) C,(6) = (WC). (4.44) 
It is easy to deduce from the definitions of C,( -) and C,( *) (see (3.22) and 
(4.34)) that such a 6 exists. For brevity we will set in this proof 
Defining 
ci = Ci(S) i = 1, 2 ,..., 5. 
t,=min{t,+J, T} 
we will first show that our problem has a solution in [to, tl J and then (if 
tl < T) that this solution can be extended also in an interval [tl, t,], where 
t2 = min{ t, + 6, T}. 
As 6 is independent on to, t, , t2,... after a finite number of steps we obtain a 
solution on the whole interval [to, T]. 
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The task of finding a solution in [to, ti] will be shown to be equivalent 
to prove the existence of a fixed point of a mapping in a suitable metric 
space by means of the following considerations: if 
ucC1+“(tO, t,;E)nC*(t,, tl;F) 
satisfies (4.38) for t E [to, tr] then we have, from Proposition 4.6: 
u’(t) = 4to) u(t) + s(u)(t) +f(th tE [to, t,l (4.45) 
with S(U) E Ca( t,, t r ; E). Hence from Proposition 2.4 of [ 141 we have 
necessarily 
u(t) = e --f(lO)(f ~ Io)uo + s ’ eA(to)(‘-s)[S(u)(s) +f(s)] ds, TV [to, t,]. (4.46) 0 
On the other hand, if UE Ca(f,,, t,; F) verifies (4.46) then we have 
S(U)E Ca(tO, fr; E) and conditions (4.35)-(4.36) enable us to apply 
Theorem 3.1 and deduce that u verifies (4.37) and (4.38) with T= t,. The 
preceding argument suggests the following definitions. Set 
and for u E X define the function Tu: [t,, t, ] -+ F as 
f ru(f) = e4tow ‘o)uo + 
s 
eA(to)(r-s)[S(U)(s)+f(s)] ds, f E L-to, fll. 
10 
If we prove that r is a contraction mapping of X into itself (X is endowed 
with the norm of Ca(t,,, t, ; F)) with modulus f we can conclude that there 
exists a unique function u which verifies (4.37) and (4.38) with T= t,. 
Given u E X, let us first show that Tu E X. As S(U) +f~ Ca( t,, t, ; E), 
uo E DA(ro) and 4to) u. +f(f,) E ho) (a, co) we obtain from Theorem 3.1 
that I% E Ca(tO, t,; F); as Tu(t,) = u. we get I% E X. 
Now choose Us, u*EXand TV [to, t,]. As 
(ru, -h,)(t)= ~t~e"(fo)~r~s)S(uI -uJ(s)~s 
by applying (4.3), (3.16), (4.19), and (4.44) we obtain 
Iv-4 - mll p(rar,;F) G cc2cm - ~2)ip(lo,r,;E, 
~CC,C, II~l-~*ll~(lo,l,;F)=l II~1-~211P(ro,r,;F). 
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This proves the existence and uniqueness of the solution in 
C’ +=(t,,, tl ; E) n Ccl(tO, cl ;F). Let us examine now its dependence on the 
data f and uO. As (4.45) holds, setting for brevity 
II . II CL = II ’ II D,qJ)(U.rn) and zo = ato) uo +f(to) 
and using (4.3) and (3.16) we get 
ll4l cyro,tj;F) G CC*{ [IS(u) +SIP(lo.t,;E) 
+ Ilf(~o)ll + boll + IMto) ~~+f(~O)llDA(lO,(C(.OO~}. (4.47) 
From (4.18), (4.19) we have 
CS(u)l Cyto,t,;E) G CS(u - uo)l cQ(t(),r,:E) + CS~Olmlo,r,:E) 
c c,cu - ~olcwo,,l;F) + G II~OIIF 
G c5 1141 cyro,r,:F) + c4 IbOllF (4.48) 
and so from (4.47) (4.3) and (4.13) 
Ilull Cyto,t,:F) 6 CGG II~IlC(r~.f,:F) + (Cd + C) IIUOIIF 
+ llfll c-(ro,t,;~) + d Iboll oL 1. 
By using (4.44) we get 
II4 cyr&l,;F) G a1 { llfll cyr&t,:E, + Iboll F + lIzoIl CL 1, 
where 
(4.49) 
a,=2CC,(l+C+d+C,). (4.50) 
From (4.45) we have, by using also (4.18), 
Ilull Cl+yto.r,;E) = Ilull C(lo,r,;E) + llu’ll cYto,rl:m G II4 C(Ic!JI:E) 
+ IINto) 4. III CytO.l,;E) + IIS(u)ll C”(to.rl:E) 
+ llfll cyt&r,;E) G 2m4l cYro,tl;F) 
+ CA Ilull cyro,r,;F, + IV-II c=(rO,t,;E) 
and so from (4.49) 
where 
Ilull C’+“(ro,tI;E) G Pd llfllcb(to,t,;E, + IluollF+ IIzolla~9 (4.51) 
j?1=(2C+C,)a,+l. (4.52) 
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Finally from (4.13), (3.17), and (4.45) we have 
II4 B(ro,rl;D,4(O)(a,m)) d dC3{ [S(u) +flPct,,r,;E, 
+ IINto) uo +fMDa,ro,(a,m)} 
6 G{C4llull c=(ro,r,;~) + llfll ~(to,r,;E, + d lIzoIl a) 
and so by virtue (4.49): 
with 
II~‘IIB(tO.r,;D”(0)(rx.oo,) G ?I{ llfll Cyco,r~;E) + IluollF+ IIzollcl~ (4.53) 
yl = dC,(C,ol, + 1 + d). (4.54) 
Therefore estimates (4.39)-(4.41) are proved if t, = T. If tl < T, let n be the 
integer such that 
ti = to + id < T for i=O, l,..., IZ- 1 
and to + n6 > T. We set 
t,= T. 
Assume that problem (4.38) has a solution in [to, fk] for a suitable 
kc { 1, 2,..., n - 1 } and that c(~, pi, yi > 0 (i = 1, 2 ,..., k) be such that: 
Ilull CYr,+f,t,:F) d ai(llfll CYto,T:E) + Il”OllF+ IIzOllct) 
for i = 1, 2,..., k 
II~lIC’+~(r,-,,lr;E)~Pi~IIfIIc~(ro,T:E)+ IluollF+ II~OII,) 
for i= 1, 2,..., k 
(4.55) 
IIU’IIB(l,_,,l,:o”(o,(a,m)) QiMCQ(ro.T;E) + lluollF+ IMa) 
for i = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
We will show that this assumption is also true for k + 1. If t E [ tk, tk + 1 ] we 
can write the equation in (4.38) as: 
u’(t)=A(t)u(t)+ j’B(t,s)u(s)ds+f,(t) 
f!i 
(4.56) 
with 
f/t(f) = j” 4~ 3) 4s) ds +f(t), tk<t<tk+l. 
10 
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Let us prove that 
To this end it is sufficient to prove that the function 
g(t)=j’b(t,s)u(s)ds tE Ctk> fk+ll 
10 
belongs to ca(tk, tk + 1 ; E). Let tk < t’ < t” < t, + , ; as t” - t’ 6 t, - t, we can 
write 
g(t”) -g(f) = iQ a t”, s) u(s) ds - j’k B(t’, s) u(s) ds 
10 
s I” ~ 10 = B( t”, t” - s) u( t” - s) ds In ~ lk 
s I’- (0 - B( t’, t’ - s) u( t’ - s) ds 1’ - r.k 
= 
s 
f’ ~ 10 
B( t”, t” - s) u( t” - s) ds 
1” ~ fk 
s 
r” ~ ro 
+ B( t”, t” - s) u( t” - s) ds 
l’- lo 
-1 
I” - lj, 
B( t’, t’ - s) u( t’ - s) ds 
1’ - lk 
-.I 
I’- to 
B( t’, t’ - s) u( t’ - s) ds 
r” ~ lk 
s 
I’- to 
= [B( t”, t” - s) u( t” - s) - B( t’, t’ - s) u( t’ - s)] ds 
f” - lk 
+.I 
I” - IO 
B( t”, t” - s) u( t” - s) ds 
r’- $7 
s 1” ~lk - B( t’, t’ - s) u( t’ - s) ds f’ - Ik 
= 
5’ +I ([B(t”, t”-s)-lqt’, f-s)] u(t”-S) 
+ B(t’, t’-s)[u(t”-s)-u(t’-s)]} ds 
+f l”+‘“?l(t”,~)~(~)ds- s” B( t’, s) u(s) ds. f0 I’ - 1” + It 
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Hence 
where 
Ilg(f’)-g(f)11 <J, +Jz+J3, 
J1 = jj'-'a IJB(t",t"-s)-B(t',t'-s)li~p(F,E) )(u(t"-s)IIFds 
1" ~ lk 
~(~~-hJEBl, If”--‘/” lI&(ro,,,;~); (4.58) 
J2 = 1” - lo IIB(f, t -s)IIT(p,E) b(t” -s) - 4t’- s)ll,ds 
(4.57) 
It"--'J"(tk-tO)a[B]r; (4.59) 
0 
11 +fg ~ 1’ 
J3 = Ilull c(r,,,r,;q llB(f”, ~N~(F,E) ds 
10 
+ s” 
f’ - I” + fk 
G 2 II4 cyr,,,r,;~)(f” - t’YCB1 P (4.60) 
These estimates prove that g (and consequently fk) belongs to 
col( tk, tk + 1, E). In addition for t E [ tk, tk + , ] we have 
*’ IIdt)ll G I141c(ro Ik’F) . I s IIB(c s)ll Y(F, ,z) h f0 
G IMI c(f,,,tk;F) (f/c - WCBI T G CBI Ah - to)” lb! cyrO,tk;~). 
Hence by using also (4.57)-(4.60), 
llgll c(tk,fk+,;i?) G GUI,+ 2CBldb - to)* + CBl,(b - kt,> 
. II4l cYfo,fl;F). (4.61) 
In conclusion we get from (4.55) and (4.61), 
Il.fkll~(tk,t,+,;& kfIlC”(fk,fk+,;,?) + {‘QBlr+XBl. T”+ CBl,T) 
C=(t,,T;E) + ll%ll F + llzOil a). 
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Hence 
llfkll cytk,rk+I;E) G bcwllc((r,r;E) + IMlF+ IIda)> (4.62) 
where 
bk=(l +2[B].+ CB]TP+ [B]x T) ( 1 i tli .i= 1 
Let us observe that setting uk = U(fk) we have from (4.37) 
U,EF 
Attk) uk +fk(lk) = U’(rk) E &(o)(cr~co) 
and so we can aply to Eq. (4.56) the results of the first part of this proof by 
substituting to, ti,f, and u. with tk, tk+ l,fk, and uk, respectively. We 
deduce the existence of a unique function u E Ca(tk, tk+ , ; F) n 
C’ + “( tk, tk + I ; J??) Verifying (4.56) and 
In addition, from (4.49) (4.51) and (4.53) we get 
Ml C=(tk,fk+~,F) ~tll(tlfkII~(tk.rt+,;E) + Ilu(tk)li.+ b’(rk)ll,) (4.63) 
b&l+r(t~,r~+,;E) 6 Pl(llfkllC”(tt,t~+,;E) + Ibdfk)llF+ b’(zk)li,) (4.64) 
IIU’II B(rp,r~+~;D~(~)(a,m))~~l(~~fk~~C”(r~,r~+~;E) 
+ IIUtfk)iiF+ lb’(tk)ll,)a (4.65) 
Now from (4.55) 
b(tk)llF~ IIUIIP(rk-,,f~;F) < ak(Ilfl/P(tO,T;E) + Il”Oil.+ bolla) (4.66) 
Il”‘(fk)lia G b’h3(t~-, tk.D~,,,)(a m)) 13 1 
d Yk( llfll cyf&T;E) + IbollF+ lbolla). (4.67) 
Hence estimate (4.63) yields by virtue of (4.62) (4.66), (4.67), 
where 
Clk+l=%(ak+Yk+fik)- (4.68) 
In a similar way from (4.66) and (4.67) we get 
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with 
B k+ 1 = fll(% + Yk + 6k) (4.69) 
and 
Yk+L=YI(C(k+Yk+8k)* (4.70) 
Summing up we have proved that the solution u can be extended from 
[to, tk] t0 [to, fk+r] and (4.55) holds also for i=k+ 1 with ak+r, flk+l, 
and Yk+ I given by (4.68), (4.69), and (4.70). Therefore, for k = n - 1 we 
obtain a solution in [to, T], verifying estimates (4.39k(4.41) with 
c, = a,, C,=lL, c, = Yn, 
where a,, B,,, and yn can be obtained from (4.50), (4.52), (4.54) (4.68), 
(4.69), and (4.70). 1 
Remark 4.8. Assumption (4.36), namely, A( to) u0 +f( to) E D,(,,,(cr, cc ), 
is necessary for the existence of a solution of (4.38) belonging to 
Ca(t,,, T; I;) n C’ +a(fO, T; E). In fact, if such a solution exists, then it is a 
solution of 
u’(t) = A(O) u(t) + s(u)(t) +f(t), t,dtdT 
4to) = uo, 
where S is defined in (4.16). By Proposition 4.6, S(U) E Ca( to, T; E), hence, 
by [13, Theorem4.5, Remark 11, we have A(0)uofS(u)(to)+f(to)= 
40) uo +f(to) E D,(O,(k ml. I 
Remark 4.9. The conditions we imposed on B(t, s), in particular, (4.7) 
and (4.10), are inspired to the convolution case (see Remark 4.5). We could 
have considered also conditions as the following: 
there exists [B], > 0 such that for 0 <s 6 t’ < t” i T we 
have 
lIB(f’, s) - B(f, s)ll L,F,E) GCBlJf - f’Y (4.71) 
given E > 0 there exists 6, > 0 such that if 0 Q s d t’ < t” < T 
and (f” - t’) d 6, then 
IINt”, s) - Wt’, S)IIL(F,E) G (f’ - ,‘Y (4.72) 
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In a future paper we show that Proposition 4.6 and Theorem 4.7 hold 
with conditions (4.7) and (4.10) replaced respectively by (4.71) and 
(4.72). 1 
5. REGULARITY FOR VOLTERRA PARTIAL INTEGRODIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Here we want to apply the abstract theory developed in the preceding 
sections to the partial integrodifferential equation (1.1). To this end we 
must define E in such a way that the elliptic operator A(t, X, D) (with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions) generates an analytic semigroup in E; 
according to the well-known results of Agmon, E = Lp(s2) is a possible 
choice. But we are more interested in solutions of (1.1) in the classical 
sense, i.e., such that (1.1) is verified pointwise in [0, T] x fi. For this 
reason we shall assume E = C(G). As we consider homogeneous boundary 
conditions, the domains of the operators A(t) are not dense in E, and we 
are obliged to use a wider notion of analytic semigroup (see [ 141). To 
prove that the operators A(t) verify (3.1) we could use Stewart’s estimates 
([15]); to characterize DAc,,(a, co) and D ,&a) we could employ [9]. But 
in what follows we prever to give an idea of the results that could be 
obtained for Eq. (1.1) by examining a very simple situation in which it is 
possible to avoid the use of the mentioned theories of [15]. Let us consider 
the problem 
U,(h x) = Q(f, x) U,,(& -xl + a,(l, x) u,(4 x) 
+ aott, x) 4c x) + h(t, x) + j’ CMf, s, x) %,(S, xl 
0 
+ k,(f, s, x) U,(& x) + ko(c s, x) 4s) XII dJ 
Vt E [O, T], vx E [O, 11, (5.1) 
40, x) = uo(x) VXE co, 11, 
u(t,O)=u(t, l)=O vt E co, n 
(5.2) 
under the assumptions: 
ai: CO, T] x [O, 1 ] + R (i = 0, 1, 2) is continuous, there exists 
a E IO, 1 C, a # &* and [ai] > 0 such that 
laitt, X)-“i(s, X)1 d [ai] It-S/” Vt, SE [O, T] VXE [O, l] (5.3) 
a*(& x) > 0, ao(t, x) < 0 vte [O, T], VXE [O, l] (5.4) 
* We take tl #h in order to avoid the use of the space A*(O, 1) of Zygmund [16], which 
should replace C’“(0, 1) in assumption (5.10) if a = t. 
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ki:{(t,S,X); O<Sdt<T, OdX<l)+C (i=O,1,2) is 
measurable with respect o (r, s) and continuous with respect 
to x (5.5) 
setting 4At, ~)=~w~EEO,ll IW, s, X)1 G=O, 1,2), ~40, .) 
belongs to L “(‘-‘)(O t) for each TV [0, T], and there exists , 
[pi] >O such that 
l14itr9 ’ )I1 L’ic’-u)(O,t) G Ciil (5.6) 
there exist [ki] > 0 (i= 0, 1, 2) such that 
Iki(t”, I”-& X)-ki(t’y t’-Ss, X)1 < [kj](t”- t’)” for 
0 6 s < t’ < t” 6 T, o<s< 1 (5.7) 
b: [O, T] x [0, l] + @ is continuous and there exists [b] > 0 
such that 
lb(t, x)-b(s, x)1 < Cb] It--1’ Vt, SE [0, T], VXE [0, l] (5.8) 
240 E C2(0, 1); U,(o)=U~(l)=o (5.9) 
setting u=a2(0, .) I.&(.)+ a,(O, .) u;(-)+aJO, .) uO(.)+ 
b(0, . ), then u(0) = u( 1) = 0 and u belongs to C2”(0, 1). 
Then the following result holds: 
(5.10) 
THEOREM 5.1. Under assumptions (5.3)-(5.10) there exists a function 
u: [0, T] x [0, l] + @ satisfying (5.1)-(5.2) and such that 
VtE CO, Tl, u( t, ) E C2(0, 1) and u,( t, . ) E c2yo, 1) 
(5.11) 
VXE co, 11, u,(., x) E c*(O, T), u,,( ., x) E CT4 T). 
There exist kj> 0 (i= l,..., 4) not depending on u0 and b, such that 
SUP Ildt, ~Nc~~~o.~~~~ACbl + lI~ollc2co,1)+ Il4lcw1,) (5.13) 
OGf4T 
SUP IId., xNcyo,r,~k~(Cbl + l~ollc~~o.~,+ lI4cw~1,) (5.14) 
O<.Ic<l 
SUP IIUA’? x)IIc=(o,T) d k,(Cbl + Il~ollc2~o,1~ + II41 CTO,IJ (5.15) 
OGX<l 
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where v is defined in (5.10). The norm of C*“(O, 1) is given by 
Ilgllc*yo,l)= llgllcc + Csl*,= sup I&)l 
OQXCl 
+ sup (S--)-2a I&ds)-df)l 
O<t<sCl 
for O<cl<j, and by 
lI~llc~yo,l,= Ilgllm+llg’llu3+ Cdl*m-l 
for f c a < 1. The norm of C*(O, 1) is given by 
Ilgllc2(0,1)= Ilgllm + Ildllm + Ild’ll,. 
u is the unique solution of (5.1)-(5.2) such that, setting w(t) = u(t, - ), then 
WE C’(O) T; C*(O, l))n C’CG(O, T; C(0, 1)) and w’~B(0, T; C*‘(O, 1)). 
Proof. Let us set E=C(O, l), F={~EC*(O, 1); 4(0)=4(1)=0). F is 
endowed with the norm of C*(O, 1). 
Then FG E and the closure of F in E is C,(O, 1) = { 4 E C(0, 1); 
4(O) = d( 1) = O}. Let us define the functions: 
[0, T] --f L(F, E); t + A(t) 
A(t)~=a2tt,.)~“(~)+a,tt,.)~‘t.)+aott,-)9(.) V#EF; 
(0, S)E R2; O<s<td T} -L(F, E); (t, s) + B(t, s) 
B(t, s) 4 = k*(t, s, . ) Pt. ) + k,(t, S? .I d’(. 1 
+ ko(t,s,.)glt*) VlpEF; 
CO, Tl + E; t -f(t) 
f(t) = b(t, . ). 
We shall prove that A, B,f, and u. satisfy (4.1)-(4.7), (4.35), and (4.36) 
with to = 0, so that Theorem 4.7 is applicable to the problem: 
u’(t)=A(t)u(t)+~~B(t,s)u(s)ds+f(t) O<t<T 
0 (5.16) 
u(0) = 240. 
First, let us show that A satisfies (4.1). In [l, Proposition 8.13, it is proved 
that there exist o. > 0, MO > 0 such that for each t E [O, ?‘J the resolvent 
set p(A(t)) of A(t) contains the half space (ZE @; Re z >wo> and 
ll(z-4t))-‘ll L(XJ < (Mo/lz - wo[) for Re z > wo. It follows that there exist 
505/63/l-S 
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&E ]n/2, n[ and I@> 0 such that p(A(t)) contains the sector S= (z E @, 
z #a,,, jarg(z - w,)j < B0 1 and moreover 
II(z-~(~))-*II L(E) G bwz - %I 1 VZES, VZE [O, T]. (5.17) 
The compactness of (z -A(t))-’ for z E S implies that the spectrum 0(,4(t)) 
consists of eigenvalues. Fix t E [0, T] and let 1 E C and 4 E F, q5 # 0 be such 
that 
.4(t)q5-II#=O, 
that is, 
(5.18) 
where 
$dt, x) = exp (1: (a,(6 a)h(t, ~1) do); 
Multiplying both members of (5.18) by J(x) and integrating over [0, l] 
it is easy to see (thanks to (5.4) and to the boundary condition 
4(O) = 4( 1) = 0) that 1 E IR, 1< 0. Choose 
w, E ISUP W(t)), N. 
Fix BE 372/2,&J and set 
Tt = {z E C; larg(z - w,)l < 0, larg(z - 2w,)l > 0,). 
Then FZ is a closed bounded set contained in p(A(t)) for each t E [0, T]. As 
the function 
dA(t)) + u-n z+(Z-A(t))-* 
is holomorphic, for every t E [0, T] there exists R, > 0 such that 
II(Z-~*)(Z--A(~))-lIIL(E)~~t VZEji,. (5.19) 
Then, setting 
Mt=max{G,,sup{li;i)z-o,l lz-20,1-‘;z~C, larg(z-20,)1<8,}) 
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we have 
II(Z-~,)(Z--A(t))-lIIL(E)~MI if ZG@ and larg(z-w,)l ~8,. 
Here ii? is given in (5.17) and E, is given in (5.19). Then (4.1)-(4.4) hold, 
thanks to Remark 4.1. In fact (4.4) is true by virtue of (5.13) which implies 
also FG D(A(t)); as F is complete (4.2) too holds. Inequality (5.7) implies 
obviously (4.7). By standard arguments one can easily show that (5.5) and 
(5.6) imply (4.5) and (4.6). Moreover, from (5.8) it follows that fis Holder 
continuous with exponent ~1. Finally we have 
and the norm of DA& ~1, co) is equivalent to the norm of C’“(0, 1) (see 
[9]) so that (5.10) yields A(0) u0 +~(O)ED~&@, co). 
By Theorem 4.7 there exists a unique solution u of (5.16) belonging to 
C’(0, T; F) n C’ + ‘(0, T; E), such that U’E B(0, T; DA&a, co)). For 
OGtQTand Odx<l set 
u( t, x) = u(t)(x). 
Then u satisfies (5.1), (5.2), and (5.11). Estimates (5.12)-(5.15) follow from 
(4.39)-(4.41) and from the equivalence of the norm of D,.,&a, 00) to the 
norm of C2”(0, 1). 1 
Remark 5.2. If the assumption a,Jx) 6 0 in (5.4) is not satisfied, we can 
substitute u in (5.1)-(5.2) with u(r, x) = e-%(t, x), where w = max a,, and 
obtain an equivalent problem. 
Remark 5.3. Let us also remark that conditions (5.9)-(5.10) on uO, ui, 
and b are necessary to obtain a solution which is regular (i.e., verifying 
(5.11)) up to t=o. 
Finally note that the requirement F= E would force us to impose on 
b(t, x) the additional condition b(t, 0) = b(t, 1) = 0 Vt E [0, T]: for this 
reason we suppose that F is not dense in E. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Proposition 4.3. We want to use Proposition 1.15 of [14] 
which can be applied only if there exists A(t)-’ E Y(E). To obtain this 
property let us replace A(t) by 
A,(t)=A(t)-I: DActjc E+ E. (6.1) 
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It can be verified that as A(t) verities (3.1) with constants M and 0 also 
A,(t) satisfies (3.1) with constants M’ and 0, where 
M’=M sup 121 lz+ 11-l 
largzl i e 
(6.2) 
and there exists A,(t)-’ E Z(E). From the definition of the semigroup 
generated by A,(t) it follows that 
eAllr)s = e-seAm 3 VS20. (6.3) 
Let us first prove that for t E [0, T] 
DA,(f)(% a 1 = P4(&, 03 1 (6.4) 
~a,&4 = P=da). (6.5) 
If x E DA,(f) (~1, co) and s > 0 we get from (6.3) 
II~~-~A(t)e~(‘)~xll = eS~l-a(A(t)-Z)e(A(‘)-‘)S~+~l-OLeA(l)S~II 
<es ll~‘~~A~(t) eAi(t)sxI( +s’paMo llxll 
from which it follows that 
and that 
suP [Is’-“A(t) eA(‘)“xjl <e sup llsl-“Al(t) eA1(‘)‘xlj +M, IlxlI. 
otss1 O<SCl 
On the other hand, 
sup IIs’-‘A(t) e A(t)sXIl 6 MI llxll 
S>l 
and so 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
Conversely if x E DacrJ we have for s > 0 from (6.3) 
IIs’-“Al(t) e A1(r)S~II = Is’-“e-“(A(t) - I) eA(r)sxII 
G /Is’-“A(t) eA(‘)Sxll + Mod pae-s llxll. 
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This proves that 
e4(&9 co) G Q4,(& co) (6.9) 
P4(&) = DMr)(a) (6.10) 
and also 
llxll DA,(,)(wxJ) G (1 + MO) llxll D”(,)(X.OC). (6.11) 
Now (6.4) is a consequence of (6.7) and (6.9), while (6.6) and (6.10) imply 
(6.5). 
As we can apply Proposition 1.15 of [ 141 to A r( t), we have for each 
c z E co, n 
By virtue of (6.4) and (6.5) we have proved (4.12). To conclude the proof 
of Proposition 4.3 let us recall that formula (1.52) of [ 141 gives for each 
x E D,4,(,,(6 03 ), 
II4 DA,(,)(m3)~ {l+ cc4 6 M’) MI(t) ~I(~)-‘-~II~(E)) 
x II4 DA,[&PJ) (6.14) 
where 
C(pl,8,M’)=(21)-‘M,(1+2M’)T(a)~~lezl ]zl-“j&j. (6.15) 
Here I-(. ) is the Euler’s gamma function, C = C _ u Co u C, with 
co= (zd,z=eif I#1 <e>, C, = {z-e@, z=re’“, r> l}. 
From (4.3) and (4.4) 
II~,W4W1-~II L?(E)< II~l(t)-~l(~)ll~kP(F,E) Iw-&r’Le(E,F) 
G c-41, II-da C(IINL 4m2p(E) 
+ II&)(1 -&))-‘II,,,,)< CAla T”C(1+2M) 
hence from (6.8), (6.14), and (6.11) 
llxll ,,,,,,~,,,~~~+~,+~,~C~+~~~,~,M’~C~l.~”C~l+2M)](l+M,) 
x llxll DA(,)(%~). (6.16) 
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This proves (4.13) if we set 
d=(l+M,)(e+M,+M,)[l+~(a,QW’)[A],T”C(1+2M)] (6.17) 
with C(a, 8, M’) defined in (6.15). 1 
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